
Step into the wild and experience the thrill of the hunt with ReelPlay’s Bucks and DOE 10K WAYS, the

ultimate hunting themed slot game!

Bucks and Doe 10K WAYS boasts up to 10,000 ways to win. Each win may bring you a chain of explosions of

additional wins. Awaiting within the Bonus

Respins feature are prizes of magical proportions to be won.

With 3 different levels - DEER, ELK and the ultimate level, MOOSE - players can take aim in an exciting

feature experience that offers even more

chances to hit the Trophy Bonus prizes or up to 2,000x.

Players should also keep an eye out for special BEAR, HUNTER &amp; AMMUNITION symbols to aid their win

potential.

Bucks and Doe 10K WAYS offers a truly authentic slots hunting experience with richly rendered imagery

and sound that will keep players

coming
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Global release

JULY 18, 2023

RTP

96.1%

HIT Frequency

28.65%

Volatility

MEDIUM-HIGH

Default Max win

€244,640



Key selling points

• Bucks and Doe 10K Ways offers 10,000 ways to win.

• Cascading wins reactions offer additional opportunities for big wins.

• Target your sights on large game in the open wilderness for an authentic hunting experience

• Bonus feature awards up to 2000x your bet.

• Stunning graphics and immersive interface for a truly exciting gaming experience.

Ways pay

10,000

Default bet size

€1

Default bet range

€0.20 - €40

Default coin range

0.01 - 1

Default max multiplier

X 6,116
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Target demographic

Targeting players who enjoy:

• Chain reactions and morphing

symbols

• Volatile bonuses – those who love WAYS games and Bonus chases

• Rewarding Bonus Respins feature with plenty of variety

• Innovative game mechanics

• Sports / game hunting
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Game features

Bonus Respins

Bonus Respins are triggered when 3 or more

SCATTER symbols appear. 3 respins are

awarded. During the base game, SCATTER

symbols display a prize multiplier from 1-100x

or a trophy prize. If a HUNTER symbol appears,

the crosshair will target all PRIZE symbols. On

each respin and before the crosshair appears,

the BEAR will devour a GAME symbol.
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Buy Feature

The player may opt to buy a Bonus Respins

feature. The player may select which GAME

symbol to play the Bonus Respins feature

with: The cost to play with DEER symbol is 55 x

bet per spin. The cost to play with ELK symbol

is 65 x bet per spin. The cost to play with

MOOSE symbol is 75 x bet per spin. The cost to

play with a random symbol is 65 x bet per spin.

A spin is played that will always result in 3 or

more SCATTER symbols.
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Game rules

Game Rules

Player selects a Total Bet size to play 10,000 ways.

Base Bet is equal to Total Bet divided by 20.

Payouts are made according to the paytable

All wins are multiplied by total bet

Non-Trophy prizes displayed over PRIZE symbols (except SCATTER) have already been multiplied

by total bet amount

Highest win paid per winning combination

Coinciding wins are added

Only positions containing the winning symbol are used in determining the win for that symbol

All wins begin with leftmost reel and pay left to right only on adjacent reels

The top reel adds a symbol to the reel it is above for reels 2, 3, 4 and 5

Every winning symbol (except SCATTER) explodes and is replaced by symbols coming from above

on the reels and from the right in the top reel

BLANK, AMMUNITION and BEAR symbols only appear during Bonus Respins.

Malfunction voids all pays and plays.

Bonus Respins

Bonus Respins are triggered when 3 or more SCATTER symbols appear.
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During the base game, SCATTER symbols display a prize multiplier from 1-100x or a trophy prize.

There can only be one trophy prize on the reels at any given time.

3 respins are awarded.

During Bonus Respins, DEER, ELK, MOOSE, BEAR and SCATTER symbols are PRIZE symbols.

Every non-Trophy PRIZE symbol has a prize value displayed.

Tropy PRIZE symbols display a total bet multiplier.

On each respin, all cell positions not containing an unpaid SCATTER or living BEAR will spin

revealing either a BLANK, PRIZE, HUNTER or AMMUNITION symbol.

At the end of each respin, a crosshair will target a PRIZE symbol and its prize is collected.

If a HUNTER symbol appears, the crosshair will target all PRIZE symbols.

There can only be one HUNTER symbol on the reels during Bonus Respins at any given time.

If an AMMUNITION symbol appears, the respin count is reset to 3.

There can only be one AMMUNITION symbol on the reels during Bonus Respins at any given time.

DEER, ELK and MOOSE are GAME symbols.

Only one GAME symbol type will be used per Bonus Respins feature.

The GAME symbol to use is randomly selected when Bonus Respins is triggered.

DEER prizes range from 1-100 x total bet

ELK prizes range from 1-150 x total bet
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MOOSE prizes range from 1-200 x total bet

At least one GAME symbol will land in each respin.

BEAR symbols have 1-3 lives.

A BEAR symbol’s initial prize has the same range as the active GAME symbol

On each respin and before the crosshair appears, the BEAR will devour a GAME symbol.

The GAME symbol’s prize value is added to the BEAR symbol’s prize value.

The BEAR will choose the nearest GAME symbol to devour (Manhattan distance)

If multiple GAME symbols have the same distance to the BEAR, one is chosen randomly from the

equidistant symbols.

The BEAR symbol moves to the position of the devoured GAME symbol.

When the crosshair targets a BEAR its prize at that time is collected and its life is reduced by 1.

If its life is greater than 0 then the BEAR will remain in the next respin, otherwise it is removed.

There can only be one BEAR symbol on the reels during Bonus Respins at any given time.

SCATTER symbols during respins always contain a trophy prize.

SCATTER symbols remain until the crosshair targets them or respins completes.

Platinum trophy prize is 2000 x total bet

Gold trophy prize is 250 x total bet

Silver trophy prize is 50 x total bet

Bronze trophy prize is 10 x total bet

There can only be one SCATTER symbol on the reels during Bonus Respins at any given time.
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When no respins remain, the total collected prize is awarded.

Bonus Respins are played at the bet of the triggering spin

Symbol pays shown in the paytable are not awarded during Bonus Respins

Buy Bonus

The player may opt to buy a Bonus Respins feature.

The player may select which GAME symbol to play the Bonus Respins feature with:

The cost to play with DEER symbol is 55 x bet per spin.

The cost to play with ELK symbol is 65 x bet per spin.

The cost to play with MOOSE symbol is 75 x bet per spin.

The cost to play with a random symbol is 65 x bet per spin.

A spin is played that will always result in 3 or more SCATTER symbols.
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Payout

High symbols

6 - €50

5 - €10

4 - €4

3 - €2

6 - €5

5 - €2

4 - €1

3 - €0.5

6 - €2

5 - €1

4 - €0.5

3 - €0.25

6 - €1.5

5 - €0.75

4 - €0.4

3 - €0.25

Low symbols

6 - €1.2

5 - €0.6

4 - €0.3

3 - €0.2

6 - €1

5 - €0.5

4 - €0.3

3 - €0.15

6 - €0.9

5 - €0.5

5 - €0.3

3 - €0.15
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6 - €0.7

5 - €0.4

4 - €0.25

3 - €0.15

6 - €0.6

5 - €0.4

4 - €0.25

3 - €0.1

6 - €0.5

5 - €0.3

4 - €0.2

3 - €0.1

Extra symbols

Bonus Respins are triggered

when 3 or more SCATTER symbols

appear.

SCATTER symbols during respins

always contain a trophy prize.

SCATTER symbols remain until

the crosshair targets them or

respins comp

BEAR symbols have 3 lives and

devour the nearest prizes values.

There can only be one BEAR

symbol on the reels during Bonus

Respins at any given time.
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If an

AMMUNITION

symbol appears,

the respin count

is reset to 3.

There can only

be one

AMMUNITION

symbol on the

reels during

Bonus Respins

at any given

time.
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Spin Button - Places a bet at the current bet level settings and spins the reels.A -
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Options Panel

Menu Button - Opens a window where the player can view info pages; go to lobby; change

bets; con�gure autoplay and adjust game settings. It defaults to info pages.

B -

Balance Meter - Display the player's current balance.C -

Win Meter - Display the current win amount.D -

Total Bet Meter - Display the total wager stakedE -

Stop Autoplay Button - Stops autoplay. Number of autoplays remaining will be shown over

the button.

F -
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Expand this image

Home Button - Places a bet at the current bet level settings and spins the reels.A -

Info Button - Display info pages.B -

Autoplay Button - Opens Autoplay con�guration window, where the player can select the

desired number of autoplay and start autoplay.

C -

Bet Settings Button - Opens Bet con�guration window, where player can select the desired

bet amount.

D -
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Game Settings Button - Open Game settings con�guration window.E -

Return to Game Button - Go back to Base GameF -

All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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